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Some designs to begin on are at lower left, a pert cloche, above, a warm striped 
skating cap, center, a sophisticated turban and right, a beanie with matching mitts 
Brighten your wardrobe with your own hand-
knit creations) suggests Catherine Tidemanson 
K NITTING needles are flying faster than ever this year. \1\Tomen are knitting with enthusiasm-
first for defense and next, with an eye toward economy, 
for themselves. Give your wardrobe added dash and 
originality with your own knit-wear, at the same time 
saving precious dollars. 
Knitted dresses, with their qualities of long wear 
and easy up-keep, promise to be more popular than 
ever during the approaching busy seasons, and gay 
hand-knit accessories add variety to utilitarian cos-
tumes. 
To cheer up a basic wool dress, knit a jerkin of a 
contrasting color or replace worn-out sleeves with 
brand new ones, copied after those of your sweaters. 
For the popular smooth mid-riff effect, join the bod-
ice and skirt of an old dress with a knitted band. 
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Ravel and re-knit the yarn from an old sweater into 
a vest similar to the one the soldier finds so practical. 
A reversible cardigan is knit with two strands-one 
smooth, one knobby-to make a snug jacket that serves 
a duo-life for sports wear. Norwegian sweaters, feat-
uring figures in silhouette, are knit with double 
threads of contrasting colors and are heavy enough for 
outdoor wear. 
Because white yarn is lowest in cost and high in 
the fashion light, you'll want to knit a white roller-
neck sweater, ribbed or with cable designs on the 
sleeves. 
Tubular spiral socks save extra wear at the heel. 
Knit mittens of the same stitch for harmony. Satisfy 
your desire for luxurious and expensive angora by 
adding a border of that furry yarn around the cuffs 
of your socks and mittens. 
Cut your accessory bill in half by knitting caps 
from scraps of yarn. Saucy, but practical, you'll pro-
tect your locks from the wind with a scullcap with 
a long pigtail of braided yarn. 
Knit your little gadgets-angora-covered pins, wee 
dolls or miniature balls of yarn-which dangle from 
your lapel. A pair of mittens less than two inches 
long can be pinned appropriately to the ardent knit-
ter's coat collar or the neck of a tailored wool dress. 
Put every usable scrap to use, and knit cotton or 
wool strips into hot pad holders, table mats and rugs. 
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